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The National Board of Trade is a Swedish government agency 
responsible for issues relating to foreign trade, the EU Internal 
Market and to trade policy. Our mission is to promote open  
and free trade with transparent rules. The basis for this task, 
given to us by the Government, is that a smoothly functioning 
international trade and a further liberalised trade policy are in 
the interest of Sweden. To this end we strive for an efficient  
Internal Market, a liberalised common trade policy in the EU  
and an open and strong multilateral trading system, especially 
within the World Trade Organization (WTO).

As the expert agency in trade and trade policy, the Board  
provides the Government with analyses and background  
material, related to ongoing international trade negotiations as 
well as more structural or long-term analyses of trade related 
issues. As part of our mission, we also publish material intended 
to increase awareness of the role of international trade in a  

well functioning economy and for economic development.  
Publications issued by the National Board of Trade only reflects 
the views of the Board.

The National Board of Trade also provides service to companies, 
for instance through our SOLVIT Centre which assists companies 
as well as people encountering trade barriers on the Internal 
Market. The Board also hosts The Swedish Trade Procedures 
Council, SWEPRO.

In addition, as an expert agency in trade policy issues, the 
National Board of Trade provides assistance to developing  
countries, through trade-related development cooperation.  
The Board also hosts Open Trade Gate Sweden, a one-stop 
information centre assisting exporters from developing countries 
with information on rules and requirements in Sweden and  
the EU.
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Brexit and financial services 

1 Introduction 
Brexit will affect Swedish financial services suppliers. Potentially, the 

up-coming negotiations on the future relationship between the EU and 

the United Kingdom (UK) can soften any potential negative impact. The 

aim of our report is to identify the trade model that best minimizes these 

negative effects. It is important to emphasize that our findings are based 

only on trade concerns; other policy goals are not taken into account.  

This report is a continuation of the National Board of Trade’s earlier 

report on Brexit: ”Efter brexit - Analys av svenska intressen inför 

kommande förhandlingar“ (After Brexit - Recommendations for Swedish 

priorities in upcoming negotiations) (Kommerskollegium, 2018). This 

earlier report set out to answer “how different future regulations may 

affect trade in important sectors and whether there are existing technical 

solutions in EU agreements or other solutions that may be desirable for 

each sector”.  

During discussions with companies and other actors, interviewees 

focused upon the financial sector but also raised concerns relating to data 

transfers and the movement of physical persons. Kommerskollegium 

(2018) discusses these topics, and our interviews confirmed concerns 

raised in that report.  

Because this English version is a summary, unlike the Swedish version, it 

does not include the in-depth description of EU-internal regulations and 

how financial services are regulated by different trade agreements.  

 

2 Swedish trade and trade interests 
The UK is an important market for Swedish companies. In the fields of 

banking and trade in securities, most companies trade across borders. 

Banks mainly supply wholesale and investment banking. Some banks 

have a presence in the UK, mainly focusing on marketing and customer 

care.  

Two companies are focusing on retail services. One of them has a rapidly 

growing number of bank offices all over the UK. The other one mainly 

operates on-line.  

Swedish companies in the field of insurance services mainly trade 

through local establishments. This is true for both life and non-life 

insurance. Cross-border trade is very limited.  
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Finally, access to the financial infrastructure in the UK is very important 

for Swedish financial institutes in all financial service sectors. Many 

central services are only available in the UK. In particular, the London 

Clearing House (LCH), being a central countrypart clearing, is essential 

and 90 percent of Swedish trade in interest rate swaps are cleared here. 

The clearing of interest rate swaps in Swedish Krona is dominated by the 

LCH but is also accomplished in Stockholm through Nasdaq Clearing. 

The Continuous Linked Settlement Bank (CLS), which is used to 

eliminate the risk associated with foreign exchange settlement, is also 

important.  

Additionally, London is an international hub for trade in financial 

services, particularly with New York and Tokyo.  

 

3 Concerns expressed by Swedish interested 
parties 

Trade in financial services within the EU is very much based on so-called 

passporting. Through this mechanism, financial institutions need 

authorisation from only their home state national financial supervisory 

authority in order to act throughout the Union, including in EEA 

countries.  

When the UK becomes a third country, there will be a need for a number 

of equivalence decisions to be made by the EU and the UK if companies 

are to be able to continue to trade as they do today. However, existing 

possibilities for equivalence, according to current EU legislation, do not 

cover all financial services.  

When asking Swedish interested parties about their concerns with Brexit, 

they raised a number of concerns, including those described above. The 

concerns relate to  

 If, and in that case how, Swedish firms need to establish 

themselves in the UK.  

 The possibility of continuing to supply cross-border services and 

continued access to the UK’s financial infrastructure.  

 Uncertainties relating to equivalence, including what equivalence 

actually covers/does not cover, when and how equivalence 

decisions are made, and the risk of decisions being revoked.  

 The need for an orderly transition and contract continuity.  

 Uncertainties concerning what rules that will actually apply after 

Brexit.  

 Future regulatory developments within the EU (without the UK 

participating in discussions) and in the UK. 

 The risk of future regulatory divergence.  
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The ”fintech” sector, where Sweden has many interests, has some 

specific concerns. Already, “fintech” companies suffer from regulation 

that is designed based on the business models of traditional financial 

suppliers and from different regulatory implementation in different 

member states, hindering scalability. These concerns may increase after 

Brexit mainly because the UK will no longer be part of regulatory 

developments. In addition, access to London, with its many fintech 

companies, start-ups, and capital, is also a concern. 

  

4 Solutions found in trade agreements 
Broadly speaking, the concerns expressed above can be divided into two 

groups: i) access to the UK and service delivery, including access to 

infrastructure, and ii) the application of regulation and future regulatory 

developments.  

The subsequent question is which model can best deal with these 

concerns and best minimize negative effects, which is the aim of this 

report? 

Model here means the way different current agreements, that EU is a part 

of, address financial services. In the Swedish paper, the following 

agreements were examined: EEA, DCFTA (agreement with Ukraine), 

CETA (Canada), EPA (Japan), the agreements with Switzerland, and 

GATS.  

Based on the aim of the paper (to minimize negative trade effects), the 

agreements are ranked as follows (best option first):  

Table 1: Preferred trade model and guiding principle 

 Trade model (in order) Guiding principle 

1 EEA Bind acquis 

2 DCFTA Bind acquis 

3 EPA Mutual recognition 

4 Switzerland Bind acquis 

5 CETA Market access/common principles 

6 GATS Market access/common principles 

 

As seen, the EEA is the preferred option, as it would mean that current 

rules remain in place and passporting continues. Nevertheless, the EEA is 

not a perfect solution since, among other things, the implementation of 

new regulations can be delayed, and the UK will not have any part in 

decision-making.  
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At the other end of the spectrum is GATS, which is the default outcome 

if there is no deal between the EU and the UK (known as “hard Brexit”). 

In short, GATS guarantees some market access and non-discrimination 

and establishes a number of common principles, which is very different 

from the situation within the EU. There will be no passporting or the 

ability to rely solely on authorisation from a home supervisory authority. 

Additionally, cross-border trade will not be guaranteed, which is an 

essential issue due to the importance of London’s financial infrastructure.  

Especially in relation to cross-border trade, GATS article VII on 

recognition should be mentioned. This article allows members to deviate 

from the principle of most favoured nation. Therefore, countries can 

bilaterally or unilaterally recognize education, qualifications, licensees, 

certifications and so forth obtained in other countries. This is essential as 

this creates the opportunity for equivalence decisions between the EU 

and the UK without an obligation to grant other countries the same 

decisions.  

If there is a future agreement between the EU and the UK, the model 

presented in CETA is the same as GATS. Both are based on market 

access and common disciplines. CETA essentially copies GATS but adds 

some limited language with regard to regulatory developments and some 

new commitments (e.g., for natural persons). Nevertheless, the CETA 

option does not add much.  

DCFTA and the Swiss option are of interest as both are about binding the 

acquis but use different methods to achieve this goal. DCFTA uses a 

horizontal approach (regulatory approximation) where the UK would 

keep internal market status in the fields covered by the agreement. This 

would bind the UK to a large number of legal acts, including future legal 

developments. DCFTA creates predictability and stability but, like under 

the EEA, there might be issues with late implementation.  

In addition, DCFTA contains language about commenting on regulatory 

developments. However, the agreement is weak with regard to the 

movement of natural persons.   

The EU-Swiss agreements, on the other hand, contain extensive rules on 

the movement of natural persons. However, there is only one agreement 

on financial services (insurance). Nevertheless, potentially, the Swiss 

option can be used to create a large number of bilateral agreements and 

thereby bind the UK to the acquis. The downside is that it is time-

consuming and unwieldy to negotiate a large number of agreements. New 

EU legislation might create the need to conclude yet another agreement, 

with all the delays that follow. 

Nevertheless, an interesting aspect of the Swiss agreement is that it 

includes language regarding the termination of the agreement. This 

includes time for notification and a requirement to reach a common 

decision on how to handle companies doing business under the 

agreement. This kind of language creates much needed stability and 

predictability.  
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Finally, there is the EPA, which is in brackets in table 1. The reason for 

this is that the agreement, as it stands today, is a copy of CETA/GATS. 

As such, the EPA would be slightly better than CETA because it adds 

some language on mutual recognition. The current text in the EPA is 

rather weak and will probably mean very little.  

However, a substantial reworking of that chapter could be a very 

interesting option for companies (we are well aware of the difficulties 

associated with this). Recognition would mean that the EU and the UK 

could have different rules but still allow companies to trade as they do 

today (relying on the authorisation of a home state supervisory authority, 

etc.).   

In relation to the two sets of concerns expressed by Swedish interested 

parties, the EES, DCFTA, and the Swiss option could potentially deal 

with the first set of concerns (access to and delivery of services). CETA 

and GATS do not help very much. The EPA is an outsider. Currently, the 

EPA is placed with together with CETA/GATS. However, an overhaul of 

the text on mutual recognition could see EPA join the ranks of the EES, 

DCFTA, and the Swiss option.  

However, with regard to the second concern (future regulatory 

developments), none of the agreements can replicate the current situation. 

Some agreements have language about regulatory discussions, but no 

agreement will allow the UK to directly take part in regulatory 

developments in the EU. From the point of view of Swedish companies, 

this is an area that needs to be re-examined.  

 


